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IEDITORIAL I
Most foreigners have escaped from the excruciating Delhi heat,but ISTARis still
going strong. With satisfaction we looK bacK ata year of bustling activities. Bernard
Bel's MMA, a microscope for. monodic music, is working at full power and Jim Arnoldis busy
analysi,ng the fabulous melodic patterns of Ustad Asad Ali Khan's subtle rudra IIina. Peter
Mueller has recorded, catalogued and transcribed hundreds of dhrupads. He has moved to
. Darbhanga and is worKing closely with the greatest living Dhrupad master, Pandit Ram
Chatur MaliK. JimKippen has developed new methods for the study of traditional drumming
Ia.nguages, in collaboration with BernardBel. Jim has left LucKnow and is now completing
his Ph D thesis at Queen's University, Belfast. Pandit D.C. Vedi andJoep Bor have
systematically· explored the raga system and documented the melodic outlines of major
Hindustani ragas. In collaboration with Issaro Mott they have developed a new and
'readable' notation system

i

For many centuries Delhi has been a cosmopolitan centre of music, and we.have
communicated here with many important people in the field. Nazir A. 'Jairazbhoy has 'mixed·
feelings' about our activities, but Joan L. Erdman has inspired us tremendously. Premlata
Sharma has frequently given us excellent advice. We are happy that more performers and
more scholars are joining our venture. Shahab Sarmadee and Sandy Greig will prepare a
translation of Rag Darpan, a very important Persian booK on 16th-and 17th Centuries Indian
music. Anne-Maf"ie Gaston will document the music of the renowned paKhawaj master
Purushottam Das. Joep Bor will pursue an old hooby: recording and interviewing old
unKnown sarangi players.
Very successful was the concert of Louis Soret and Anello Capuano !in January), who
performed Arab~-~nd Medieval European music on no less than 40 instruments, leaving the
audience baffled with their versatility. Thiscpncert was sponsored by ISTAR, SCPS and
Alliance Francaise. In March, ISTAR too\( an active. part in the Dhrupad Samaroha
(festival) in Vrindaban, organised annually by the Sri Caitanya Prema Sansthana (SCPS).
In August, Srivatsa Goswami represented ISTAR at the 27th conference of the International
Council for Traditional Music UCTMUn New YorK.
To ensure a long-term preservation of recorded data, and its accessibility to other
scholar.s, ISTAR has decided to store master tapes with the Archives and Research Centre
for Ethnomusicologyin Delhi (ARCE).
We are grateful to the Ford Foundation.lnd the Na1ional Centre for the Performing
Arts of Bombay.
Without their support our dream would nevl!r have materialised.
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Ruch fo~ you~ bulletin (ISlAR)' We
worX in'the field of traditional arts
research. Can we subscribe it for the future?
Jukka Miettinen
Associate Expert for Culture
UNESCO (Asia/Pacific), Bangkok

As soon as I get the Newsletter issue with the laltst
results of your work, I will sit down with my friends
from HusiOuest and see whether the probleR of music
notation could possibly become a topic ofa MusiOues\
prograMe.
Tilmann Waldraff, Director
Max MuellerBbavan
Poona

Je vous reme~cie tres vivement de m'avoir ,envoye les
'Newsletters'- del'ISTAR.
Je vois avec, un grand
plaisir que vous avancez dans vos recherches, et que
vous n'ttes pas seu], .. J'ai lu le, articles: j'espere
que vous trouverez aupres des responsables concernts
des oreilles attentives et des aides mattrielln
suffisantes pour pouvoir developper vos recherches en
un domaine, DU les 'raconlars', souvent diffuses par des
gens incompetents, f,ont legions •••
Enile Leipp
Laboratoire d'Acoustique
iJniversit' Paris VI

**n***

YOU

ve~y

app~eciate . you~

~,<

*******
lIas dfl ighted to know that you have establ ished ISTAR'
Yhith is affiliated with HCPA and the work YOU are
doing is prnently carried out under the c,ollaboration
between the ISTAR and the NCPA.
Vijay K. Kichlu, Director,
Sangeet Research Acadeay
Calcutta

*******
I

app~ecia\e

It \OIas a great pleasure that I rnd of ISlAR activities

in the two Nelfsletter issues which
to lie.

YOU

so kindly sent

Timothy SIIi tn
Patchogue, N.Y.

***UII
Je
su i5 tres heureux d' apprendre qu' aprh hs
difficultls du dlbut, vous decollez i toute vilesse.
Toutu etS aclivith ont I'air passionnantes et
repriSlnlent une tres riche experience.
Je vous
soubait. tres fort un vif succis.
Rog.r Dumoulin
Paris

*******
It was certainly interesting to se. what you are doing.
Hany thanks for shOlling us.
Rober! &Lois Gottlieb
'San Francisco

'your remembering my interest in the ISTAR

NEWSLETTER and look forward to receiving copies of the
January 1984 issue that YOU indicated are nOlI enroute
to lie.
Frank Joseph Shulman
University of Maryland Libraries
Maryland, USA

***Uff

) would 'like to receive your publication on exchange
basis with the Indian and World ARTS &CRAFfS monthly
magazine.
M.R. Dinish, Chief Editor
New Delhi

ISTAR NB:WSLE!:TTI!:R
Published by the lnierhaiional SocilPiy for Traditional Arts Research
113,Jor Eagh, New Delhi 110 003
Co-editors: Eernard BlPl &Joep Bor
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IMY NAMe: IS GAUHAR JAN I
by Joep Bor
Listening to the old 78 rpm gramophone records of Gauhar Jan one is transported to another time and
Another world. An orilmtal world of grandeur' and refinement, of leisure and decadence, of passion and
longing. A world in which the courts and saloons of courtesans, (tawaif) were the main centres of
performing arts. It was a fascinating and colourful world in whiCh thousands of female dancers and
Singers played a vital rale. A world which throughout Indian history had always been an integral part of
urban life and still flourished in "the first decades of this century. A romantic world which now belongs
to the past and has almost been forgotten.
And so has Gauhar Jan, the most famous. the most charismatic and perhaps the wealthiest female
artist at the turn of the century. A woman who performed all over India and made thousands of people
forget themselves. Gauhar Jan is a legend but rarely mentloned m booKs c,n Indian music and dance. Who
was Gauhar Jan .)
Miss Gauhar is of Eurasian descent bemg born in 1$75 in Allahabad as the only issue of Mr
William Robert Yeoward, late Engineer of it leading shipping firm of Calcutta, and Miss
Allen Victoria Hemming as a result of thelf' marriage three years hence. To the chlld was
performed the baptism ceremony 1" the M.E.Church, Allahabad in 1875. Owing to certain
causes of misunderstanding between husand and wife in 1879, they were separated by
divorce and the mother with her child of four years was left to seeK means of sustaining
herself and her child. For two years she '<Jith gr!?at difficulty managed to Keep up the
soul and body together In Azamghat and dlsgusted with the city life she repaired to
Benares in 1881. Here, under strong influence of her protegee. she with her daughter
became it convert to Islam assuming the name HALKA JAM for herself a.nd that of GAUHAR
JAN fO/' the daughter. As a source of livelihood she learnt singing under Kiloo Oustad anii
.Ali BaKsh the dancer of Lucknow. Great credit is due to the man who put into her head the
idea of the cultivation Of these fine arts. Her innate genius developed marvellously and.
this was perceivable in her progress by leaps and bounds. Her anxiety was gone and she was
pressed fO/'. engageml.'nts; and she became conscious of Mr own powers, and knowing as she
did Calcutta, she thought that it is a better place for the recognition of her talents and
merits. But fO/' the O/'dained will that Miss Gauhar should develop into a first rate
artist she would not have been surrounded by such healthy environments. Gauhar was slowly
imbibing musical taste. The tutors were specially interested in the child, having come to
understand the stuff she is ma.de of. They were able to foresee that this girl was
destined one day or the other to make a marK in the world. Miss Gauhar's first public
appearance was before His Highness The Maharaja of Dharbunga in 1887, when she had
scarcely completed her twelfth year. His Highness being himself a good artist appreCiated
her song and dance and her success ever since is assured. She possesses intelligence and
this she has cultivated to a suffiCient degree and in this lies her secret of success.
Possessing a head of good black hair, a str(,1<ingly intellectual fo.rehead, magnificent
lustrous eyes, a. very pretty magne"lic face, she is an exquisitely moulded figure of medium
height. She has been and is the delight of all visitors of her concerts. (1)
Gauhar Jan became famous in Calcutta and it was there (in 1896) that one of her performances left a
deep impression on Abdul Halim Sharar, the well-known writer from Lucknow.
Forty years ago, a cl1lebrated courtesan. Munsarim WaJi Gauhar, went to Calcutta and
achieved fame. At one performance I witnessed her sKill in 'batana' on the sa.me theme for
a full three hours. All those present at the gathering, including the most expert dancers'
and distinguished people of Matiya Burj, were spellbound. There was not even a. child who
was not impressed by the performance. (2)

The first representative of the Gramophone Company, F .W. Gaisberg, came to Calcutta in 1902 and left'
an intllresting account of his experiences In theli'ntertainml'nt district. About Gauhar Jan he writes that
she was
'
... ~n Armenian-Jewess who could sing in twenty languages a:no dialects ...Her fee was 300
rupees per evening and she used to maKe a brave show when she drove at5undown on the
Maidan in a fine carriage and pair. Hers were among the six hundred record5 which proved
a firm foundation for our new enterpri5e ...Every time she came to record 5he amazed us by
appearing in a new gown, urh one more elaborate than the last. She never wore the same
fl,wels twice. StriKingly effective were her delicate blacK gauze draperies embroidered
with real gold lacl!. arranged so as to pres!1nt a tempting view of a bare Illg and a naKed
navel. She was always hien soignee. (3)
However, not everyone was l!qualJy impressed by Gauhar Jan. The South Indian editor of the Indian
Music Journal, H.P. Krishna Rao, critically reViewed herperformancl! in Bangalore in 1912;
Miss Gauhar entertained the public of Bangalore with her dance and music on the 20th
April. The Bowring institute was pacMed to the full and the entertainment lasted over two
hours. The programme consisted of a variety of pieces - Hinclustani, Karnatic and English.
some of which were sung with style, expression, and beauty. Miss Gauhar possesses it sweet
voice which when prolonged seems uniformly grand, more so. as it is produced without any
physical strain. The notes are {"wItless and simple. The gradual transition from one
noie to another (the linum) and the wave-liKe ascent and descent (the andoli1am) which
produces in the mind of the hearer that Kind of agreeable illusion which one ,experience
wh!!n rOCKed in a cradle are speCial points of beauty in her singing. Everything is
precise and accurate. Northern Indian dance is a Simpler procl!ss not involving the more
sCilmiific, elaborate and wonderful display of command over the body and the limbs as
. required in the South Indian system. It consists of a few simple rhythmic movements of
the feet and the hands, but Miss Gauhar's gesticulation in which facial expression plays
an important part is far above the standard we have observed in Northern Indian dance.

Gauhar Jan in a recording session in Calcutta in the early 1900's.
From F.W. Gaisberg, "The Music Goes Round'.
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But we fa.iled to notice in he~ ~endering any of those intelligent flourishes of Hindustani

music that we are accustomed to find in first-rate Gavois. The pieces she sang, though
suited to the middle class of hearers, were not adorned with any sltilful improvisations
which an expert cannot possibly avoid even in ordinary singing ... Miss Gauhar is Known
through the Gra mophone records even to the villager. Her records are enjoyable but there
is a disparity between the copy and the original leading to disappointment. She has made
a name and fortune far above the reach of even masters in the art, of whom the~e are
plenty in India and if the Key to such success is to be sought for, it will be found to ~
lie in the invisible and effective self-advertisement through the Gramophone:
"MY NAME IS GAUHAR JAN." (4)
Pi. D.e. Vedi who heard Gauhar Jan in Amritsar ilQd Bombay during the early part of this century,
shares to a certain extent the same opinion. He agrees (and who could not agree ?) that she had a
marvellous voice. But as a khayal singer she was average and did not follow any established style. He
remembers also that when Gauhar Jan was invited by Maharaja Bhupinder Singh of Patiala, she was
accompanied by the great Sa~a!!!ll player Ustad Mamman Khan.
According to D.e. Vedi she served subsequently in the courts of Darbhanga and Rampur. She left
Rampur in disgust. however, when she discovered that all the diamonds in her jewels (which. were Kept with
the Nawab's tre?surer) had been replaced by worthless imitation stones. After this tragic event Gauhar
Jan moved to Bombay and was appointed as a court musician in Mysore. There she died in 1930.
I. Anonymous: 'Tbe Stage Lover' (no datel, cited inMy name is Gauhar Jan, 'The Indian Music Journal', II (1):
Hysore 1912.
2. Sharar (A.H.): 'Lucknow, the Last Phase of an Oriental Culture', transl. and edit. E.S·, Harcourt & f, Hussain:
London 1975.
3. 6aisberg (F.W.): 'The Music Goes Round': New York 1942.
-) Thanks to Daniel M. NeUllan for sending lie a Xerox COPy of this interesting passage.
4. Krishna Rao (H.P,l: Hy niUIlt is Gauhar Jan, 'The Indian Music Journal', 11 (l-): "ysore 1912.
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MUSICAL ACOUSTICS:
. .
BIl:YOND LEVY'S 'INTONATION OF INDIAN MUSIC' (I)
by Bernard Bel

ISTAR/NCPA Project 111

Although many musicologists have speculated about the melodic foundations of North Indian classical
music (scales, microtones and melodic patterns)' most of the worK done so far consists of academic
interpretations of early sansKrit treatises on musij:. Very few scholars have taKen thl! risK of
investigating the subject with the support of musical acoustics methods. As MarK Levy points out, they
"prefer il)5tead to formulate complex theoretical systems describing intonation which are based solely on
mathematical-acoustical models." (page 85)(1)
Empirical studies on Indian music started in the early XXth Century. Early experiments were done by
measuring the vibrating length of the string of a monochord, or generating microtonal scales on tunable
Keyboard instruments (shruti harmoniums). Clements and Deval (2) thus identified the system of 22
shrutis (microintervals) as a derivation of the 'just-intonation' system (a division of the octave
achieved 'by combining perfect fifths and harmonic major thirds), Alain Danii!lou (3) used similar methods
to checK his theory based 6n the 'psychological properties' of the numbers 2, 3 and 5. Later,
experiments using electronic equipment were conducted. among others., by B.C; Deva (4), N.A. Jairazbhoy
(5)' and MarK Levy. These three authors wl!re the first to publish laboratory data and information about
their experimental procedures.
.

.

One should not condemn too much the apparent absence of scientific interest· of thl! early
rl!searchers. On one hand, the equipment and the methods used by Deva, Jairazbhoy and levy were not much
more reliable those of Clements, Deval and Danielou. On the other hand, the latter musicologists may
have· benefitted from a closer association with great musicians (and even perhaps from a better
understanding of music) than scholars worKing with commercial recordings or in artificial laboratory
conditions.
ELECTRONIC SHRUTI HARMONIUMS
In 1980, at the Maison de l'Unesco in·Paris. Alain Danielou demonstrated his 'S52', an electronic
shruti-harmonium built by KudelsKi (Switzerland) to generate the S2 microtones of his theory. I felt
that the audience was not quite convinced when he played notes which have never been - and hopefully will
,never be- used in North Indianng~ music ••• Two months earlier, Jim Arnold and I had demonstrated
another shruti ha.rmonium in the laboratory of Mechanics, Paris III University, and later in the Must!! dft
I'Homme of Paris.' UnliKe KudelsKi'sS52. my shruti harmonium isdigitallyprogrammabl!! so that any
imaginable scale can be generated with an accuracy better thanpne 'c!?nt' (1/1200 of an octave),
We thought that a programmable shruti harmonium would help us
to get a clear idn of the musical scales used by Indian
musIcIans. We soon came to Know ·tMt the subject is tough.
Certainly, most musicians assured us that they would be abl!! to
demonstrate shrutis on this instrument. and indeed they tried. We
could thus verify that their concept of intonation (based on
samvad - or perfect fifth consonance) is close to the system of
. just intonation- as Clements, ,Deval, and partly Danielou had
concluded. But there were notiCeable deviations in the case of
certain notes which play a crucial role in the expression of a
raga. Partly because of the presence of a tonic drone (the
tanQl,!ra), and because of artificial experimental conditions (a
fixed-tone instrument), our ideas proved to be too simplistic (6),
Host musicians would feel nervous about!WCil l1%pllrimll'mts and would
start playing their own instrument ~ sir,gmg ••• ItWil.5 obvious
that one cannot extract thl! tonal sKi!lIrlon of raga music without
'Killing' it !

J
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STUDYING THE ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
The most recent empirical worK on raga performance is that of Mark Levy. a student of N.A.
Jairazbhoy. who 'measured' the intonation of several musicans using a closed-loop tape recorder so that a
short segment of music can be repeated indefinitely while its frequency is being measured m. Levy's
conclusions came in support of the opinion that shrutis do not exist as individual measurabll! entities in
the actual musi~al performance. and that the intonation of a particular note is not only strongly bound
to its melodic context but also to a great extent left to the incidental intl!rpretation of thl! musician.
In other words, the intonation of raga music is very flexibll! and does not conform to any system. even
though musicians and musicologists may believe so ...
Anybody who has had a thorough training in Indian music would be surprised to read such conclusions
supported by so elementary experimental techniques ... Levy himself admitted that no conclusion should be
consiclered definitive in view of the small quantity of data he could process, and he hoped that
"increased access to advances in electronic and computer technology would greatly facilitatl! the
compilation of much greater body of additional data. so that more meaningful generalisations could bi!
formulated ..." (p. 142) (8) My point is not to defend advanced technology as a universal panacl!II. I
would rather like to show the disproportion between the seriousness of the issue and a lacK of
methodology in collecting and processing data: If North Indian musicians claim to achieve a grl!at
accuracy in intonation. and to follow certain systematic rules •.indeed the scientific approach to the
phenome~n should consider these claims seriously.
Not only a very large quantity of data must be
analysed. but also the musicologist should sit with l!IIch musician in order to understand his particular
concept of intonation. There is a great difference between the ideal which a musician is trying to
achieve through his daily practice. his actual performance. and the way he perceives what he does ...
What is the actual relevant work for a researcher? To prove that musiCians' practice goes against their
theories. or to be .abll! to reveal their concepts of perfection. and the psychology of sound perception.in
a particular musical system? In other words. which of these two approaches may serve musIc creation and
education in the future? I believe. the second one.
I am surprised that Levy's methodology was criticised only on musicological aspects (9)' but not on
musical-acoustics grounds. which are in my opinion its weakest points. Knowing that notes are rarely
steady in Indian music. and that visually they art! shown AS elaborated curves, how can one assume that
one particular segment of the curve should. represent that particular note ? Indeed. averaging
inconsistent measurements could rud only to the conclusion that intonation is 'flexibl~'! It puzzled
me to read (page 89) that "reliable measurements could be obtained only for noies of at least
(apprOXimately) 0.5 seconds' duration". and to discover. in Appendix D. curves of melodic patterns for
which a sampling time of no more than 0.05 seconds would have been needed ... In fact those curves were
drawn with much artistic care. if not scientific rigour. to corinect a few peaKs, the positions of which
had been guess!!d. rather than measured with a reliable system. This explains why Example 1 (Amir Khan)
shows an oscillation ending with an infinitl! slope j.!mping to a 'blue' note, and why Ustads N..zaKat &
Salamat . Ali Khan (Examples 6 & 9).would repeatedly produce oscillations with the same infinite slopes,
having probably found their way out .of the contraints of inerti;•.••
NEW TOOLS. NEW METHODS
When I saw Levy's worK. I was completing
the construction of the .Melodic Movemt!nt
Analyser (MMAI). which would give pictures and
measurements of melodic lines with a sampling
time of 0.05 sec or less. and with an accuracy
bettl!r than one cent (1/1200 of oni! octave)
(10).

Arnold (right) and Sel (left) dmonstrating shrutis
at .the East-Yest Husic Encounter, BombaY, 1983
8
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sec +I
_._-.,----With the help of tM MMA, all the pitch information of a
piece of music Cln ba stored with the atclrlcy of digital
mU!llJNments «better thin one centl. The storage is achieved
by a spedal "digital technique' on one track of the tape
recarder, while the, other track has the' (conventional) SDUld\
retarding. The speed of the tape is only 9.5 cm/sec although,
10,000 bits/sec Cln be stared I1Id retrieved with great
reliability. Thus a large quantity ofdau Cln be stared I1Id
processed, giYing acce.. to a real wide' focus research.
Moreover, we gener&1ly transfer the data to computer disks to
reduc. th. acc.utim. to any section of th. p,rformlnCe.
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In Nov.mb.r 1982 th. MMA1 was ready I1Id we started .xamining melodic lines. Lati!' we decided to
aut by Sharlngadeva in
~ta Ratlnak&ra OOIIth Century), is tM best ilistrument·to demonstrate shrut1s and melodic patttrns
in gll1ll'al. An .xample of melodic patt.m is given in fig 11. Although tM ClrVes delineating the notes
Re, Sa, Hi I1Id Dha &/'I rem&l'l<ably consistent (each note is he,ld far le.. thin 0.5 second), haw can one
assume that one particular horizontal segment of each cUl'Yf is 'the' note itself ?
work with Ustad ANd Ali Khan, who plays the Rudra vin.. Rudra vina, as painted

The display shown in fig 11 is not accurate enough tlHto interesting maaSU'lmlnts. Itls similar to
that of a common melograph. To go beyond that limitation, I hav. d.v.loped a d.vic. named 'View.r',
which works like a microscope for music. One can SClnl!&ch dot of thl melodic line while its pitch
measurement tin CllntS) is displayed.

,

,

------~------

The Viewer reveals nevspects of microtan&l intonation
which only hi~hly trained ears can perceive. An exampa is
shown in fig 12. On'the left part of thll graph, thll note Sa is
--'-~
approximatllly 2 cents. On the right part, after thl pluck, it
8 cents
2 cents
-:-'--,,-is raise" to 8 cents. Such a difference is meaningful, a5it
creates a state /of. 'tenSion'
when
perceivid,
by
the
ear.
'
/'
Similar cases can be observed in other secti;)l'ls of !:.aga Darbari
Kanada. This may be thi reason why all researchers who have
worKed with 'blind machines' have complained that "even the ---~
note Sa is not stable". Before we canclud., that musicians play ------,~-----'-aut of tune, we should try to interpret these deviations of the
base note.

----"-'-

.

-.---,----flg2

How 'Cln one determine a scale if there are several base nates? Which is th. central ant? In
fact, examining melodic lines with sa much accuracy is like studying the proportions of theTaj Mahal
with a magnifying glass... First of all, the ear averages pitch perceptions so that melodic lines appear
smoother to hear than to Sle. But al5Dthe brain performs a process of 'integration' of thO'1
perc~tians which has a tremendousef~cton the global 'feeling' of tonality. If geometry is not to be
found under the 'magnifying glass, perhaps anti should walk back a few hUndred meters a(Id watch the
building in its totality. The computer software 'Tonagram' ~st does t~is. Followinga:n idea proposed
by MesSl's Bmile Leipp and Trm Van Khe 111>, I designed a program which draws a picture of the tan&l
diagram of a raga over a whole ptrfarmance (from a few seconds to a f.w hours ...). Ihch time a'not. is
'he~' by the MMA1, a counter representing its value tin cents) is incremented by one unit. Th,1200
valUlI of tM cCUlte... can be displaYld on a graph whichrtpresentl thltonal spectrum of the melody.
Below is the tonagr.!!!! Of !:,.ag!. Darbari Kanada played by Ustad Asad Ali Khan on the Rudra vina. Bach
v.rtical line carreapondsto 10 ClntS.
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Fig 13 shows I. magnification of the region concerning. the note
Mainly the cur-ve looks likl! a Gaussean distribution, with
about four thin pulls which represem four different SA,
respectively 1195, 0, 4, and 8 cems. The computer calculates
averagl!S and standard deviation. for any .ection of the spectrum,
ind this hu been usltd to determinlt the central value of SI..

SI..

TonagrI.ms prove that a 'tonal skl!leton', & scale, do.. exist
blthind the somewhat fluctUltm reality of rag .... They alsO prove
that scale theories need to be revised... TAM the example of
Darbari Kanada: it is gltnerally believed that the not.. Ma and PI.
should bit in perfect consonance (fourth and fifth) with Sa. The
tonagralll shows that Ma is about 3 cems low.r than expected, and Pa
6 cMts lower. Re (199 cents) belongs to the equ&l-telllpered scale.
Ga lIDmal does not exist as a note, but ... a tonal space equally
distributed between 250 and 350 cems. Similarily, Dha kamaland
Ni kamal, which are always played ... andolit (oscillating) notes,
&re not dearly defined. With the magnificatiOn it is possible to
observlt thin pew above the CUI'YI! relative to Dha, 5UgQI!sting that
certain positions play I. crucial role.

1100 cents
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MMA experimems on ANd Ali's Rudra vina have shown impressive consistency in the UN of microtones
and in the shl.pts of melodic movemems . th ...,selves. Below &re thr.. examples of &/lIIolit G& kam&l. at
different momems of the perfl!l'lIIlnCe. !ach of these IIIOVelllemS is of 4 HC. dlration.
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NOTATION OF MELODIC LINES
On the following page we are showing a computerised transcription of sections of raga Darbari Kanada
played by Ustad Asad Ali Khan. The score in a revised Sarg~ notation system (devised by Joep Bar and J.
David Mott> has been notated by hand below the picturltS. The background lines correspOnd to thE!
following positions: 0,199,300,495,691\, SOl, 825, 858,1020 and 1045 cents. The 300 cent line does
not belong to the scale; it is only used iI.5 a marker.
OTHER RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES
So far we have been experimenting with long-stringed instrum~nts (sitar, Rudra vin.. , Sarasvati vinal
and flutes. A new type of fundamental pitch extractor is under construction at the National Centre for
Performing Arts, Bombay. It will be used for analysing other instruments, vocal music, and hopefully old
recordings.
We expect that such methods will establish a bridge between researchers and musicians; 'I have
always cherished the concept of "transparency of the technique". I do not believe that musicians who are
dragged to a modern laboratory with huge computers and many flashing lights will play 'naturally'... ln
addition, it is very important to produce laboratory results under it. format which any musicologist can
use as a base of dialogue with the musician. When Ustad Asad Ali firsl saw the transcription of his
alaps on paper, he exclaimed: "this is the best system of notation for my music!u He probably would
have reacted in a different way if confronted with pages of numeric tables and other hierogliphic
symbols...
Once MMA data has been collected, the real work on intonation starts: melodic patterns. a.s all
human creations, are in no way simple. There is a certain degree of repeatedness in the overall shapes,
which needs to be analysed carefully. Indeed the melodic lines can be Divided into elementary pattems
or 'phonemes'. But each individual pattern is related to the whole as well. There are certainly several
levels of 'semantic' description, from the overall idea. of the raga to its stylistic details. How is one
going to deal with such a complexity?
To answer this, two major tools are under development in our laboratory. Onejs a system of
morphologic analysis of melodic patterns. Segments of melody can be stored in 'melodic files', from
which they will be displayed and analysed following certain algorythms. The aim is to defin~ a minimum
set of descriptive parameters for .each elementary shape. The second is a computer system which allows
the manipulation of linguistic concepts. For the time being. such concepts are being tried for the
description of rhythmiC patterns, b.ut they may be applied to the description of melodic patterns as well ••
(I) Levy (Hark): 'Intonation in North Indian Music - A Selrc! CtRparison 01 Tbeorifs with Contllllporary Practice':
Bib!i.a IlIpex, New Delhi 1982
W CIIIII.nts (Ernest): 'Introduction to the Study of Indian Music': Kitab Hahal, Allahabad 1912
(3) Daniflou (Alain): 'Northern Indian Music': Fred.rick A. Pratger, London 1969
(4) DIva (Bigiludre ChaitanYi): 'Tbe Music of Iftdia: A Scientific Study': Munshiram &Manoharial, Delhi 1981
(5) Jairazbhoy (Nazir Alil, and Stone (A.W.): 'Intonation in Present-Day North Indian Classical Music': Bulletin of the
School of Oritfttal and African Studin 26, 1963
,/
(6) Arnold (J_s) and Bel (8ernard): 'A Scientific StudY of North Indian Itu~ic: r.port to the l.f.P.C. (lI'lESCO)':
Quarterly Journal of the National Centre for the Perfoming Arts, Blllbay: No 2-3, 1983
(7) I ~as surprised tQ read L.vy's statllllent tK.1 the 'Tape Loop R'peat,r Ilas dtvised by Jairazbhoy', as this invention
has been used for thv se9lentation of speech and music, at least since the latt blentie., andconslitutes in 1acl Ih.
basis of a very lfell"knowB instrUllent: the sonagraph !
(8) In the early sixHes alreadY, sonagrapbs ~.re us.d to tranStribt 1I.lod;,,,. l.br calli. varioos 1if~1crgrapbs USl'd for
the study of speech intonation. These lIachineslfould have bten much mor. appropriate for this kind of study, I am
furthe~ surprised th~t in the richest nation of the world no institution could afford to appoint an ~Ifctronician'for
the construction of a.lleiograph for !Hlodic lIusi(...
(9) Intbe OuarttrlY Journal of th. NCPA !No 4, Dmllber 1983), Ashol< D. Ranaile writul 'In IlIe final lIftairsis, Levy
illJlresses lIore in lIethod than in substance, in rigour rather Jhan in c!lllprehensivtness. Dnebapes for a continuatiOll
of laboratory-based lIethodical anilysis j but with a definite feeling that this is'possible OIIly after a closer
acquaintance Ifith Indian lIusitalrealityis achieved.'
(ID) In other words, th, It1Al collects as lIuch data in, 5 monds as L,vy did in his whole study (about 1200 individuill
lIusuretlents) •
(11) Leipp (filiI,): 'La Macbine a Ecout.r' (pagt 182): Hasson, Paris 1977
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Th. East-West Oaner Encounter look phce in January 1984 at the National Centre for the PerloMiling Arts (NePA) in
Bombay.
It was sponsored by the NCPA, the Hax Nueller Bhavan (GIMlan Cultural Centrei, the Alliance Francaise (French
Cultural Cfn\re) , the British Council and the Singeet Natak AkadMi.lIe are presenting exlractsof the introduction by
the organ isers: Georg Lechner, Director of Hax Nut It er Bhavan, and Jamshed J. Bbabha, Trustee-in-charge of the NePA.
Abooi
thirty
dillcers and
choreograph.rs
of. different counirifs participaitd in the debatrs,
lecture-dellonstrations, and public perfoMilances in the Tata Theatre. It would be a difficult fask to sunnarise the
uttM' variety of ,opinions and ructions ftm daAntS and observlrs,refltCling tbt divlrsity of cultures and
experiences.
We prefer to present a point a! view stronglY supporting the idea of research in thetr,aditional arts,
!Vtn though this idea rtllained lIorl or llss lIarginal 10 thl Encounter. A student of both Western and Easitrn danns
(she stvdied classical ballet and later turned to Isadora Dlincan's style and to north-Indian Kathak), Andreine Bel
titphasizes the'value of 'traditions', not from the point of view of pres,rving 'frozen' expressional fOMilS, but by
exposing the idea of a fundallental 'natural' aesthetic SYStM lfhich underlies lIany traditional arts of different
[ulturn.

THE INDlAN'SCENE
This century has borne witness to two very diverse developments in the realm of
d!lnce; in thl!. context of Europe followed by America on one hand and India on the
other. ,
In India, dancl!'as codified.in the "Natya Shastra" has b,en ~ togl!ther with
music - an integral part of the theatre tradition. a tradition which harks bacK to
the tiine of the Vedas. Indian tradition has always associated the deepest
philosophical and religious connotations with dance!!. ..)
Indian classical dance suffered a set back as a result of Br-itish colonialism.
The temple d'afice<;. the forerunner of today's classical Indian dance, were forbiddlm
by law till well into the 30.'s by the 'Devadasi Act'. The revival of the ancient
dance tradition. however. soon became part of the new process of cultural identity.
which in the pest-independence period brought about the renaissance of Indian
classical dance, lasting up to the present day. Ram Gcpal. Rukmini Davi.
BalaSiraswati, Shambhu Mahara.j were the pioneers in this tasl<. Comparisons wtth
cla.ssical music can be drawn here. too. If the dancers of the first generation
belonging to this period perceived their art exclUSively as anauthentic projection
of. the traditional da.nce schools. a certain openness to innovations. ne doubt an
inevitable result of the contact with tbe West, is discernible among the dancers of
the present generation.

..

Such attempts at innovations. cautious i.nd tentative as they are, $re
conceivable for many only within the precincts of the traditional form, to the extent
ofreduming from'oblivion earlier, forgotten and distorted dance'elements; only very
few venture forth into the realm of dialogue ,between eastern and western, dance forms
(,,0')

In futUl'I! too. Indian dance will essentially mean an i.lfihll'!ltie proJildioo "f its
traditional dance style. It will at the sa.ml! time not only !'!l11}P~ll to imIlvatiOll!1
but alsofiJrther develop thl!'dialoguefOf'ms that are a.s yet il1dpl"rrl:. The western
influence on Indian 'classical dance. as minimal as it may be. is generally
underestimated, but this influencl' concerns, at a more fundamental level. the concept
of secularism and at a more surface level the stage presentation of the dances.
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THE WESTERN SCENE
Since tne turn of thE' century, dance in the West has undergone a revolutionary change, whose
essential goal has been to free itself from rigid conventionalism and to achieve a personalised and
individua.lised experience, gained through the whole gamut of body language (...)
The long trail from the free dance of Isadora Duncan to today's post-modern dance led time and again
to the fringes of expressionaJ a.bility of the body and attempted on one side to leap over the boundaries
of Dance into Theatre a. la. Pina Bausch or to orient itself to non-European dance. This was true for
Pawlowa and Martha Graham ..s also later for the Jazz dance or Maurice B6,iart and Mudra International.
this development in western dance signified atihe same time a disassociation from the religious
moorings, which for Indian dance is 50 impqrtant even today. (...)
1 therefore believe that it is indeed very important for our world today to let two currents, two
mov!;ments forge ahead: one that our IN'orld is one great unity and the other separatist movement through
which we hav!? to emphasise the unique value of the individuality of the human being - expressed through
his language and oth~r elements that build has heritage and culturf. To maintain a balance between these
two currents is, I believe, the most important task of our time. (Ballet International, No.6I7, June/ Juy
'82), (... )
AIMS 01' TH!!: EAST-WEST ENCOUNTER:
The proposed Dance Encounter will not declaim - either extolling or condemning - pre-conceived
opinions on East-West synthesis, but try to create a forum for a meeting of minds and exchange of
information, where the respective artistic basic concepts, dance styles and work modes as pertaining to
India and the West will be analysed in depth. Danc!!, like music, is replete with examples of how
influences from other cultures were and still are artistically recreated and assimilated in many
different ways. (.u)
To sum up: Inspiration not through theoretical but practical information that could place the
revised adage "Cuius regio eius ars" in a new context. At the focal point of this inquiry may well be
aggression, melancholy and experiment on the side of modern western dance. stagnation, authenticity and
intuition on the side of Indian dance.

Jamshed J.Bhabha

Georg Lechner

IEAST-WEST DANCE ENCOUNTER: DID ISADORA DUNCAN HAVE THE ANSWERS?
by Andrlhne Bel

Bombay, January 1984

ABSTRACT
The Encounter between dancers of different nationalities raised many questions. On the one hand,
many crucial questions were left unanswered, and on the other hand, many answers revealed contradictIons
in the concepts of both the Western and Eastern approach.
Even though Eastern and Western dancers belong to the same human family, there are deep differences
both in the forms and in the essence of each culture's dance. Indeed, this variety is a valuable
cultural resource. Confronting two cultures may bring out positive changes and new ideas if certain
conditions are' fulfilled: sufficient time for a fusion (e.g. ancient Kathak gave birth to flamenco
through several generations of cultural interactions), or'a deep mutual understanding of the fundamentals
of each style. But we were far from fulfilling such conditions during the Encounter, and a.s a result we
listened to many aberrant statements as 'conclusions' •••
I feel that thesestatemenis are the outcome of the unidirectional way such an Encounter was
conceived. Most of the Encounter consisted of debates in which intellectual concepts were prevailing
over the actual exchange of experience. This article is an attempt to outline certain ideas which might
have been emerged if all of us had been willing to investigate the subject in real depth (even if this,
involved self-criticism) .
A FEW UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
1. What is freedom in art? Neither following tradition. it was said, nor doing anything at
random... Freedom con?ists in 'breaking forms', Once forms are broKen, what happens? New
forms are established. And then?
2. What can be considered as 'new' ? is it just something that others don't do nowadays, or
does creation demand a deeper involvment of the artist in which this concept of 'new for the
saKe of new' is just irrelevant 1 Much of the actual motivation to participate in the Encounter
was to collect information about what is done by other dancers and in other countries, and thus
lay out-a basis for 'new' creation!
'
3. Is it to be bacKward to consider dance as a way to reach the harmony with universal
elements, a concept common to all old traditions? Such a question was apparently so much out
of context that it even aroused suspicion because the Encounter was deliberately focusing on
modern (and Western) ideas free of 'old fashioned religious prejudices". '
4. Is there an instinctive feeling of a 'righ1:' movement (as 'accurate Intonation' in
musiC> ? Yes, according to Indian dancers. No answer from Western dancers (proving that
Isadora Duncan's concepts, if not her name, have been well forgotten).'
CONTRADICTIONS EXPRESSED BY INDIAN DANCERS
All Indian dancers r!!cognised the richness and the depth of their tradition; yet some' of them also
shared their feeling of frustration for what they called 'a lacl< of freedom' to express themeselves in
that frame. They thinK that tradition, in the way it was passed over to them, equals overcomplication,
fossilisation, mummification; that dancers in India are taught to be imitators of their g!J.!J§, looKing
only for individual perfectionism and infaillibillty, Thll only wa,,! to create, according to them, is
first to breaK the limitations of tradition - to various Ce!!l'e;;!> for Po,ath dancer: dance should be adapted
to modern times. as it is done in the Wesi. Ther'!!foNI tlley tl'Y to follow specifically We,stern patterns
of creation, using elements drawn from their traditional bacKground.
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For 5aIt of them, all 'stories of Gods' should be r.plactd with abstract them.s dtaling with modtrn
i dtas.
For others, group choreography shoul d be introduced into the tradi t i onal performance. The th ird
el_nt· of renovation 1i~s in. adopting ihstern tfchniques of movement and the training discipl ine
dtueJoped in the West.
ReI igioo!> storin are knQloJll to represent uniunsal (and abstract> thHles dt.ply roottd in the cuI ture

Of India.

Their ptll>lef as archetypes of human thought is acknlllllhdged everrwhere, so that even Western
phll.DSOPh'fS n"dtD r.ftr to them because of the insufficiency of their OIIIn concepts. There is always
a risk in imng to abstract the 'essenu' of a story, to reduce its scope and make it understandable
cilily . through the channel of Inhllect, If sensitiuHy is also an important element of the language of
dance, . then drillilat.ic elHlllnts ~ the fr_ of a 'story' - need to be re-introduced in one way or the
othrr •••
A~ to 'group choreography, a dancer pointed out that they were part of the
traditional repfrtoir. long ago.
Therefore it is probably lIore valuable to
look for c~ative ideas in the rqots of the actual tradition in order to
preserve theIr fun~ntils, than to try and illitate Western techniques which
foil ow an uttirly different concept of dance.
When confronted wi th that
problem, lsadora Ouncan in~estigated the principles of Greek Drama, which she
considered as bting th. root of Western culture. Why not look for such things
in ancient Indian Drama ?
.

Sillliiarily there is! complete opposi.tion and incompatibil ity betwtell
traditional Eastern and, contemporary Western concepts of movement. 'Western
ainurs are following contemporarr anthetic ideas andcrralingraouHlents which
reflect today's life in itsmeehanisation, anguish, violence, absurdity and
boredcl!l...
By exprening his ptrsonal hel ings the dancer intends to draw. a
picture of the. world. Traditional arts, on the other hand,are based on the
uSUilJfltion that there exists a universal logic of aesthetics found in Nature,
~ich is not bound to a certain period of tiaR, and which does not interfere
with individual expression.
Danc.rs haue precisely to forget their ego and
vibrate in harmony with the Universal Soul.
I do nDt MiaD that Easland West art two closed worlds which will nlU'"
communicate.
On t~e contrary, they have been interacting for centuri.s, in
spit. of and throu"gh their opposilt concepts. But opposites do nj!t lIergeinto
fU5i,oo. SO tIIsily just btcause it has beclllH an intellectual fashion to expect
Ih. to do so ,! Besides, ""',never intercultural fusions were achieved in the
past, it was never deliberately planned. It was .rather the result of the work
of nctpHonal pionttrs who.trIOUld hay. developed their iIIIar.ness. far ,nough to
iIIilIIrace the sensibil ities of several cultural forllS. In a similar way, there
In a filii dancers today ""'0 haue reconciltdEut and West although they trIOUld
never proclaim it ! For. their only concern is art and authenticity, not 'nelll
things' and their j'ntelhctuill justifications.

Still, in ray I!I1IIl view the most absurd dream of Indian dancers is thei·r
aUrutioo to the disciplin, /?f training of Weshrn dancers! The extremely har;:!
training of, a balltrina looks mort serious, at first sight, than tbe sllIII.ehilli
unstrilined practic! of a' shishya (disciple) who stems to behave asH he had
the whole fternity to compleh his study... It is. typical Western belief
that seriou""ss means effort, efficiency and standardisation. Only modtrn
daocen hive started realising thenetd to respect the individual.
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The'traditional 'tal illl' (hathing) givtS iI. prilll'ity tD self and IllUtualr.spect. KnllWltdgt is not
ilut_titally due to the student after that he has paid his fen; he rather has to prove he deserves
rlceiving it.
Thtre ·is a deep psychologica1 wiwCID in such a relation, bned on th. fact that learning
invDhes i total openness of the mind, lVen at the subconscious levil, which cannot be achieved by
rfidy-madt bathing ..!hods.
In other words, Indian shoemakers dtsign shots according to th, shape of
the feet of their customers, whereas in the West one bas to adapt oni'5 feet to the standard products •••
In th. traditional training nothing is forctd because human nature, WhiR forced, becomes stiff anc tbus
I~s 90 % of i Is potential.
Brnt traditional teachers have an in~tinctivtunderstanding of human nature in its totality. This
is wblt mak.s them great, not their repertoire. Their teaching preserves the integrity Df the dancer as
a hUlllift being Ind don not IIItrely focus ctrhin isolahdasplcls of hchniqut or personality. This is
why t illlt and pat i.nee are so much needed ...
It i!O significant that Western perfOl'\lllts ruck th.top of thfir stage carefr.around tilt age of SO,
whereas in ·India it is bel ilved that the maturity of a performer is achieved QIIly around 45, which is
also the ptik of psychological maturity. Dance is conceived as part of I ift and not sill'ljll.Y bound to tilt
ability to stretch one's legs!

In britf, if changes are n,c.slary Indian dancers haue to understand the ideals of their IIWR
tradition first.
On the other hand, Western danctrs would gain much in inufstigaling thfS' concepts
whic.h hin th, potrntia! to rtvolutionist th, whole system of Wtshrn value!>. 1)0 they wish to do so ?
A FEW STRI'tIGE STATEMENTS •••

Failing to an5Wtr fSsenUal questions, both Indian aJ)d Wtshrn dancers Wire led to suggestth. most
unexpecttd solutions to the probleMS IIItt by some participants:
(to a younglfldian classical dancer): 'If you don't feel happy with
your tradition although YOU recognise its ~aluable basiS, then just drop
it and search for anoth.r style (prlferably Western and modern> !'
If nfN creations do not receive the expected support from the press,
'dance and mosic critics should be properly educated, as th,y are in USA,
by special schools ....
One Indi an modern dancer was delllOllstnt iog nN exert i ifS and iI~~~
movements taught in his school. As I asked him why these were not part
of the traditional training in India, and why the Indian tradition
rejects certain possibilities of movement and training, foll~ing rigid
ruIn, he answered that, in his opinion,"i! is only due to the blindness
and narrow-mindedness of tradition ••••
It is a clich, to state that great traditional masters are unable to innovate,
installed in the self-satisfaction of their knowledge. Precisely, one recognises
such a master thr.ough his utreme awareness of the ioundations and possibilities of
his art, and a clear understanding of the laws of creation •. Moreover, a real
master is one who has a fast and infallible discernment, iD that he is basically
incorruptible and cannot be misled.
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:J,adon lunean
West. to _such
from her writings
would not approve
opposite to both the
the

(1878 - 1927> is ackn~1edgedto have initiated modern dance in
extent that most dancers today claim to foll~ the path of her genius ... Yet, even
('The Art of the Dance': New York - Theatre Art Books, 1977) one can realise that she
the direction into which dancers are proceeding today. Her approach was totallY
'classical' and the present 'modern' one.

She was in search of intrinsic laws of harmony and of real beauty, so that her dance can be linked
to any ancient tradition, in East or West. She found most- of her inspiration in contemplating the
hatures of movements sh~n on ancient Greek picturial documents, and in the idea of ancient Greek
theatre.
But she was not trying to imitate or rp-create this lost tradition, for her real teacher was
Nature.
'(The dancer) is but a I ink in the chain, and her movement must be one with
the
great movement which runs through the Universe, and therefore the
fountain-head for the art of the dance will be the study of the movements of
Nature ••

th
il

She had answers,to the four questions left unanswered during the last Encounter:
I.
She conceived that freedom in art is not the search for 'new' forms. There is no other
freedom than inner freedom, that of a unified consciousness communicating with the Infinite.
Th is state of harmony cannot be reached through mental stress nor wi th art ific-i al movements...
'These ugly and false positions do not at all express that state of
Dionysac abandon which the dancer must kll~. True movements, moreover, are not
invented; they are discovered - just as in music one does not invent harmonies
but only discovers them •• (p. 102)
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2. She fell that life is renewing itself at every moment. So, every mouemtnt born from that
source is new and unique. Like the breath of the body or the waves of the sea, it has ahlays
been there, and yet it is new. 'The Dance ~ it is the rhythm of all that dies in order to
1ive again; it is the eternal rising of the sun. ' (p. 99)
3. As to the aim of dance, she said that •••• (dance) has for its purpose the expression of the
most noble and the most profound feel iogs of the human soul: those which rise from the gods in
us, Apollo, Pan, Bacchus, Aphrodite. The dance must implant in our lives a harmony that is
gl~ing and pulsing. To see in dance only a frivolus or pleasant diversion is to degrade it ••
(p. 103)
4. What was her conception of a true movement?
'The true dance is an expression of serenity •••• (p. 99) 'Always tbe lines
of a form truly beautiful suggest movement, even in repose. And always the
I ine,s that are truly beautiful in movement suggest repose, even in the swiftest
flight.
It is this quality of repose in movement that gives to movements their
eternal element •• (p. 90)
'All movements of the earth foll~ the lines of wave motion. They are
governed by the hili of gravitation, by attraction and repulsion, resistance and
yielding; it is that which makes up the rhythm of the dance •• (p. 78)
'All true dance movments possible to the human body exist primilarily in
Nature.
What is 'true danet' in opposition to what might be called false dance?
The true dance is appropriate to the most beautiful human form •• (p. 69)
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lSADORA D1,JNCAN

Photograph by Arnold Genthe

To return to the sourc. is to ask what is danc@, what is life?

As

ri~ers

fIlM

to the ocean, every true action aims at the unl imited. The rnt is agitation.

And again I quott !sadora Duncan (I):
'There are ( ••• ) three kinds of dancers; first, those who consider dancing
as a sort of gymnastic drill, made up of impersonal' and graceful arabesques;
»tcond, those who, by concentrating tbrir minds, had the body into the rhythm
of a desired emotion, expressing a remembered feel ing or experience. And
finailr, the~! art thosl who convert the' body into a luminous fluidity,
surrendering it to the inspiration of the ~oul. This third sort of dancer
understands that the body, by forCt of the soul, can inh.ct be conve,rhd to a
luminous fluid.
The flesh becomes I i9.ht and transparent, as .shlMn through the
X-ray. - but with the differenCf that the human soul is I ighltr than these rays.
When, in its divine pGWel', it completely possesses the body,it converts that
into a luminous moving cloud and thus can maniftst itstlf in \'11,' whoh of its
divinity.
This is the explanation of the miracle of St Francis walking on the
sta.
His body no longer weighed like ours, so light had it become through the
soul.
'Imagine

then

a dancer who, after long study, prayer and inspiration, has

attained such a degree of understanding that his body is simply the luminous
manifnhtion ~f his soul; whose body dances in accordance with a music heard

inwardly, in an expression of something. out of another, a profounder world.
This is th~ truly creatin dancer, natural but not imitative, speaking in
moo_nt oot of him5tH and out of something greater than all selves •• (p. 52)

(I) 'The

Art of the Dance': New York' Theatre Art Books,-1977 (third editilln)
o
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IRAGA SKETCHES I
ISTAR/NCPA project lI6 is iI documentation o~ the music of Pandit Dilip.Chandra Vedi who is 83 and one
of the last genuine raga masters of the grant past. Partly our wor~ consists of collecting compositions
in various g9nresand tal as. and melodic outlines or s~etches of important Hindustani ragas.
.
What a!-e raga sketches? D.C. Vedi refers to them as mukhya chalans which means literally 'the main
way of going'. Before teaching a new raga in its totality he oiten gives a short introductory sKetch,
defining the main steps of the raga. In fact a chalan is a very short alap (consisting of a sthayj and
.antaral revealing the characteristic phrasing of iI raga in ascending and descending order. It shows also
from which notes one must begin a phrase and on which notes one must end, In oth·er words, good chalans
are liKe scientific abstracts. They do not show all the details of, a r~ga but help the music student to
identify its main features.
It is important to remark that the chalans arE! spontaneously comppsed and not 'ready made'.
Depending on the songs D.e. Vedi has in mind, the sKetches of one and the same raga will always vary
sligl);ly from one moment to another. This is not surprising. A raga is dyna.mic and comes fully alive
when it is developed slowly in an alap. A chalan on the other hand is only a summary of what the raga
really represents. Yet, if we compare different outlines of one raga, the 'Gestalt' is the same.

D.C. Vedi maKes a conscious effort to create an image of the raga that is original, aesthetically
pleasing and·.ascomplete and informative as possible. In a few ascending and descending phrases he is
able to show three main aspects of raga performance: how to begin, how to progress and how to end. As
such his ch.ilans are little masterpieces reminding us of thl! raga interpretations of the great ustads of
the past. I.istening to their 78 rpm records we realise that in less than three minutes they were able to
/ bring out thlf essl!nce of raga. and leave an impression which most present-day musicians are not even
il,bleto achieve after one hour! Vedi's mastery of raga comes out also when comparing the sKetches of
closely related, but nevertheless indl!pendent ragas. Several of these are now becoming obsolete. In his
own words: "lfthesl! ragas are not preserved the 'foundation of Indian music will be no more".

a

A musician's conception ofraga depends largely on his Knowledge of compositions. especially
• ~pads.. "Dhrl,llladis authority; !<hay.!l is nothing before dhrupad ...the raga is in dhrupad". Sometimes
it is almost impossible to condl!nse all the ideas hidden in thl!. compositions into one outline.-.)n such
instances it taKes D.C. Vl!di a Whole session to compose an outline. It happens +requently that even then
hI! is not satisfied and will compose Cl new piece during oUl' next session. At other times he decides to
compose several outlines in one raga. This is particularly the casI! in Sindhura, PHUt Dhanasri, Khall'maj,
Bharavi, I1t[., rcagas with seven or more notes, which have such a widl! scope thatthey can be rendered in
various genres. , On several occasions D.C. Vedistated:'''We cannot express araga only in an outline;
there must be compositions also. When several compositions are recorded, the different angles of the
raga will become 'more clear". If wewant to do justice to the ragas we shall indeed have to present the
melodic outlines~with one or more s o n g s . ·
.
.
.

.

My suggestion to Include the ilscl'nding and descending scales was rejected however. In many ragas
the scales are similar or almost similar. Defining the raga in terms of an aroha and avaroha is
therefore an oversimplification which does harm to the ;:oncept of raga. Besides, in a great number of
ragas, thl!\Scale is vaKra ('oblique') and it is simply impossible to show the melodic progression without.
going into detail,. EVli'n in straight _ragas where ilt is thltoretically possible,one can give various
ascents' and descents. all of which are used by Plilrformers. In other words, the scale reveals next to
nothing about a. raga. It is " .. ,the treatment and charactli'l' of notes (~a r:1raYJ?gl which maKes
different ragas".
Although· it· has. neVer been ourintl!ntion to compile a raga. dictionary, an important question remains
to be answered. (::an one artist possibly Know all existing Hindustani ragas and would other musicians
agree with his interpretation?
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• The answ~r is simply no; From the west to the ust and the north to the south there exist such a
great variety of ragas, raga names and interpretations that there is no consensus of opinion even about
the approximate number. Some Knowledgeable musicians speaK about hundreds 'of ragas, others about
thousands I Even artists living in one city, meeting each other regularly at All India Radio or at
Conferences and concerts, are bound to held different views ilbout ragas because they have lurnt from
different masters in different gharanas.
Many musicians 'possess' or claim to possess a number of rare, complex or mixed ragas which mayor
may not be recognised by others. Other a.rtists liKe to experiment with new raga.s and only the erudite
musician!> can j,JeIge whethl!r such ragas arl! real meaningful inventions or just new labels for old
products. Moreover, a historical survey reveals that ragas and raga names are ever changing. Ragas liKe
everything else aN! subject to fashions. to contemporary and local demands.
Yet the situation is not as
generally recognise and respect
differ in opinion about details.
the specific way musicians render

complex as it appears to be. Musicians with a profound training do
the rag a interpretation of their esteemed colleagues, though they may
Such differences are often stylistic, i.e, they can be attributed to
and develop a pa.rticular raga.

Returning to the first part of our question. no sensible musician will ever claim to have a compll!te
Knowll!dge of ragas, even those masters who dedicated their whole life to a study in depth of the raga
system. Such masters were and are indeed very few. They were able to acquire such a wealth of raga.
Knowll!dge by studying from various renowned g~ and gl]aranas. UnliKe musicologists thl!Y did not
collect it at random. All they Know they can also perform. That is the main reason why they are able to
compare and judge which ragas are grand, i.l!. valuable, balanced and independent, and which ragas are
inferior or even meaningless. This is also the reason why, for a true performer, a raga dictionary is
notffing but a lifeless compilation of often irrelevant, unconnected and unassimilated data. In D.C.
Vedi's words: "if you want to increase the number I will asK this Sangit-monthly to send you 500
aroha-avaroha, but those are not ragas at all". Indeed such compilations, instead of solving the
difficult questions about ragas. only lead to more confusion.

JOEP DOft, a sarangi player, botanist and mvsicologist,.grew up in a Dutch family of claSSical violinists. Ht
studied botany and musicology in the Universities of IDsterdam, Utrecbt, Delhi and Baoaras, and taught bollny at.
the University of Groningeo. Since 1968 he has received sarangi training frlllll Pt. Ram Narayan and various othlr
aasters.
In 1974 be b,cillt a disciple of th. rfDlIIIIled scholar"'IIUsiciaA Pt. Dr. Dilip Cbandra lIHi. Ht bas
published ~any articles on both subjects in international journals and anthologies. He co-authorfd (Mith Wia van
der Hftr) 'De Roep van de Kokila' (H. NijhoH, 1982) and broadcasted serits on Indian music on th, Dutch and
S,MIan radios. In 1984 he feCfived a travel grant frlllll the Dutch Itinistry of Culture to IIOrk with ISTAR.
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Hsuo Tsuda <1914-1984) was born into il rich Japan@s! family. As the elder son br should bin lilY...n Dver,tbf
responsibil ity of IUnaging his father's estate,
He prefered instead to bm,k with his family and go wandering in
search of Irn tbinking.
Having recontihd I!i\~ his htber, he Call! to ,rance in 1934 .nd studitd sociology with
Harcel Granet and Mareel Hauss till 1940. Afterl951l he becilllle interested in the culture of his !IIIO country, studying
Nob tbutr, recitation lIitb ,Hosada, Seitaillith Nnguchi, and Aikido with Unhiba.

Seilai, nllll.ly :haMlony Df the posture' is a nil>! understanding of hlllan nature and
b.fiaviour.
Noguchi, ~ho bad studied lost traditional bealing hcbniqufS, had Clllt to the
conclusion that none of them, and no tlllbination of tben, can assure Han's happiness and
devtlopnent. He real ised tbe extraordinary power and wisdill of tb, -subconscious, a hctwhich
is part of all traditional teaching systems, but whicb so far bad not betn investigated in all
its aspects. Noguchi furtber discovered tbat the regenerativr p!lllfr of the sYIIPath,tic 5nt..
<the part of the nervous system IIhich governs involuntary 'acts) could be iIlakened and··
developed by a simple exercise called 'regenfrative lOVemtOt' (Katsu~R-Kai). His idtas and
the practise of Kat5Ogen-Kai have been propagated in France and in Spain by It500 T50da sinc!
his return frill Japan in 1970.
IlsaD Tsuda has published seYen books on this topic (Editions Courrier du livre, Paris). We prestnt an extract of
bis fourtb book 'UN', in which ht compares Wtstern education with traditional teaching methods.

I EDUCATION OF THE SUBCONSCIOUS
"Children learn high-level math""",,\Jt'1 i/.'1!i thllOf'il!1> before they become accustomed to simplll!
arithmetic opera.tions; addition, lIubsil'atti<:;il. multiplicatiol11md division ", a teacher said to me~ "all a
consequence when they are tll!enagll!fs. thllY J;tiH doo'i Mow how to do a two-digit operation."
To .fill that gap, a nflwKitchen-scale has been invenil!!d, which automatically performs additions.
This machine does not yet exist in Japan, because there thl! practice of reckoning hall not Ylt bun 10$1.
"That boy we saw this morning", a woman lIaYII to me, "is hardly ten years old, but he tillJ(s liKe a
grown-up. He already 1001<5 liKe a little old man." "Many of my customers have completely lost conta.c"t
with the real", complains a psychoanalyst.
We have enterl!d an era of increasing abstraction. Civilil>ed man is losing 'sensation', that vital
activity which ensures a grasp of the real world. We believe we have closed the door, therefore it
'must' bit cloud. If it is not, it is not DUI' fault. The explanAtion should be llJOl<@d for I!lstwherlt.
This tendency to abstraction mAY be irreversible, because education today is only concerned .with the
conscious. The tuchel' delivers his knowledge the same WAy a wa.iter brings a drink to a customer. He
has to feed pupil!> with the officia.l programme. The thing that matters is the programme, not the
teacher.
I had the opportunity of experiencing an utterly different Kind of eDUcation in Japan. I don't mun
the official national edUCation system which is structured the same way as in the West. I mean a way of
educating pupils which is peculiar to the masters I have known. The peculiarity of that kind of
education,may be described from different angles.
First of all, not only is this particular education notsystema.tic, blrl it also r.fuses
systemisation, which puzzles number of people who approach it t~rough intellectual curiosity.
Next, what is important, is that in most casts one,does not Know what is the practical Irlility of
the teaching, nor what it consists of. This was the case for example when I started l.arning Noh theatre
r.citation. I am still unable to explain why I put so much effort into lurning something totally
useless. However, I must admit it has opened my eyes on a new world, of which I camot formulate any
convincing verbal description. It is the same with Seitai and Aikido.

--
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There was a time when I used to receive telf?phone calls from un!<nown people: " - Sir, telJ me what
your method consists of? Is your discipline useful for this or that? How long does it taKe to learn it?
You are teaching the. 'School of Respiration'. My husband is asthmatic. Can you cure him?". Iwas
ff?eling disgusted. The idea would never occur to me or to anybody to asK such questions on the phone to
Master Ueshiba or Master Noguchi in Japan. J had waited long enough before the desire in me became
strong anp· the 'diapason vibrated', and I presented myself at my masters' doors. In gurope, one Keeps
publishing catalogues for the use of method - pilgrims. These (methods) are wrongly classified by
categories: In one Kind of case. one asKs one person, in another Kind of case, one asKs another. Thus
one has the intellectual satisfaction of possessing a global synthesis of all existing methods, without
getting involved oneself.

What do you want? Westerners are liKe that. One has to accept them as such", I was advised. No, I
do not agree that all Westerners are so. When the diapason vibrates, there are no Westerners nor
Easterners any more. But the diapason does not always vibrate. Everything depends on the individual and
on the moment.
U

_

One acceeds to the teaching of the master through the narrow gate. Often the gate was closed to any
new-comer in the old days. One mentions the 'gate less tolJ-house', 'Humon Kan' in Zen. To be admitted
by the master, people did not hesitate to sit motionless for three days and three nights near the gate,
.without uttering a sound.

Obviously this is contrary to the principle of modern teaching in which one is admitted provided one
ha.s the required qualifica.tions. It is absurd to discourage those who come to learn. One has to be
rational.
Rationalism, considered fragmentarily, looKs very logical. But it may tum out to be absurd if one
considers its global aspect. The teaching of Japanese masters is often full of absurdities which, in
fact, are intentional. I try to show the logic of such absurdities.
The most curious,
students who live in
logical to thinK that
since they do not have

indeed. is the institution of 'uchi-deshi', living-in disciples. These are young
the house of their master, unliKe amateurs and liVing-out pupils. It would be
these uchi-deshi should have more access to the direct teaching of their master,
to waste their time in conveyance. The reality is quite different.

At the house of the Noh ma.ster, &mateurs come for private. lessons of recitation or 'shimai' (Noh
dance), whereas uchi-deshi have no access to it; all day long they are busy with houseworK: cleaning,
preparing the master's Kimono (dress), preparing his bath, etc., and not allowed to attend private
lessons. Moreover, they may be severely scolded by the master for not having profited from the lessons
which were not taught to them, but to amateurs.
One master of thl? tu cerl?mony instructed one of his disciples to clean the ga~den as guests were
expected. The disciple did so. but the master said the cleaning was not sa.tisfactory. The disciple put
more effort into it. but again the response of the master was negative. In total despair, he spread
flower petals over a corner of the garden. That time the master said 'yes'. Why had he not told him
earlier wha.t he wanted? It would have been sufficient then to 'execute the project' and avoid an useless
waste of time.
One of Master Ueshiba.'s uchi-deshi has told me hisexperiEmce. Whenever at night he feels his
master might be about to go to the lavatory, he immediately gets up, adjusts his kimono, and sits
properly on his heels. I must explain that in Japanese houses rooms are separated by light sliding doors
which one can open on two or three sides of the room to cross it. They are not at allli~e Western
rooms. cpmpartimented with one single door which one has to !<nocK before coming in. Strict intimacy is,
therefore,.· difficult to realise. The door opens and the master comes in. The disciple bows to him with
respect. If he does it wrong, he is severely reprimanded. But, if the master has to cross his room at
any time pf the night without warning. then how does the disciple get time to sleep?

He prl1pares a ba1h fo~ his maste~. The bathing tub is of Japanue old style, that is, a large iron
wash-basin. Each time one has to light a. fire to warm water. The temperature of the bath must match
perfectly the master's desire, but h~ (the disciple) is not allow!l'd to put his fingers into the wilter arid
checK whether it is still too cold or warm enough. Logically it would ha.ve been sufficient to use a
thermomete~ and thl! problem would bit solved. Why [rute such difficul'IY?
Living-in disciples, therefore, are subject to a kind of slavery, to the will of their master. They
have to accept without question all his fancies. all his ragging. Such a. condition is unthinKab,ltin the
civilised West. The pupils would create a syndicate to protest against, the in~stice of their master, to
denounce his lacK of rationalism, and to demand improvements in their training conditions. They would
demand the master to conform to the official standard programme.
'
In fact, teaching Japanesl! arts, e.g. martial arts, in Europe, resembles mor!! the training of civil
servants than the breaking-in of sla.ve-pupils as it is practised in Japan.
In Europe, those who hi!ve successfully completllD thl! official programme rl!cl!ivlt a corresponding
degree, and reach a privileged position in <in administrative structure created ~5t for this. They
have the right to r!!munerations and prerogiltivl!s authorised by the central administration.
In Japan I have no right to anything; I have done Aikido ~st for the pleasure of doing it. Thl!re
is no promise of remuneration or privilege. On the other hand, if I wish and can afford it, I have the
freedom to create my school as I conceive it. I do not have to follow any programme, like a painter who
depicts natur!! in his own style.
The irrational attitude of Japanese masters towards their internal disciplu is not explained by the
desire to propagate their teaching methodically. Yet it conceals i1 deep intention.
If action, in the West. is considerl!d as the projection of an intelll!ctual process on the plane of
reality, action, for the masters I quoted earlier, is life itself. Any action undertaKen without the
'Ki', that intense desire which predisposes us. is bound to fail. What is important is that
predisposition. not Knowledge.

I have Known people who would only establish parallels in whatever 1 would tell them, ~st to show
me their vast Knowledge. If I talK about the 12 human types of Sl!itai (taiheKil they say that we also
have 12 zodiaclll signs in the West. That kind of reaction discourages me completely to pursue thl!
dialogue.
Ragging by Japanese masters aims mainly at establishing the real dialogue between master and
disciples. a dialogue which is not obstructed with words, a dialogue which allows to transmit the
inexpressible, directly, from heart to hurt. The master waits until the ice breaks. Th!!re are also
people who are totally unable to reach it.
One of theu Noguchi's disciples was also one of these inca.pable persons. One of his functions was
to bring a cup of tea ~st at the moment his master had finished his meal. But the latter, having
retired in his room at some impossibl" hour, perhaps one or two 0' clocK in the morning. uSlld,to \!it
alone, his dinner served on a tray. The disciple was waiting for the proper moment to bring tea. but he
could not Know what was happening in the room, because it was closed with 'sho,ii' sliding doors mad. of
opaque paper glued on wooden frames. He uSl!d io mobilise all his perception facultil!s, but he would
always come too early or too late. One day he got the idea of pillrcing the paper with a needhi and ue
what was happening inside. That device did not help him to develop his intuition. He 500n renounced the
training and left his master.

~

A few years later Mrs Noguchi met that man in a street. Always obsequious, he ',old her what had
happened after his departure. He had got a job in an estate agency, had made some money, hafi~ought a
house, got married and had two children, !!ic ... In brief, he was; happy. If one is not predisposed, it is
better to looK for something else.
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In summary, the education of Japanese masters aims at preparing the ground capable of absOl'bing the
teaching, net at the accumulation of Knowledge. It is. if you liKe, the education of the subconscious.
Probably this is one reason why the Japanese Ministry of Education gaye its suppdr-t to Noguchi's school.
It is still possible in Japan to conceive such an education, because there is a tradition linKed to the
domain, not of 'to Know', but of 'to do'. His out of the question for this support to become an
administrative measure at the national level, because the education of the subconscious is, in any way, a
narrow gate.
Among Europeans, whose mlmtality is differently oriented, it is out of the question to adopt word
for word an educational method which is not in their tradition. I write to give them the perspective of
a world they have already forgotten. I have reduced practicall!lements to the strict minimum. On!! ~st
has to say "breathe in, one, two, three...... It is simple. What happens in reality is much more
complex. I advised the participants to try to direft (regenerating movement gatherings) at lust once,
whel'\ I am out, to try what happens 'then. The reactions I got from the participants are revealing enough.
I quote some of them at random:
Group leader A - We heard UP. to one, two, but not three. I opened my eyes to watch what was
happening. 'A' was squatting in a corner, completely doubled up.
Group leader B - He pronounced the words in such a miiitary fashion that we were all feeling bad.
Group leader C - She spoKe too fast and we could not follow her. The next time she spoKe so slowly
that it also failed.
Group leader D - He had such a stiff appearance that everybody burst into laughter. Hii' feels
offended and doesn't wa.nt to do it again.
Group leader E - That old man was lacKing intenSity, but his rhythm was correct.
Group leader F - He was awful. I was sicK just listening to his voice. I thinK he has not
understood anything of the rl!generative movement. He jostled me and I was sicK.
One lady told the organisers:
-- What is difficult in counting up to three? Anybody can do it.
- You want to try?
- O.K.
That evening, there were a few participants on 1he tatamis (mat). The OI'ganiser told the la.dy:
"Now' it's your turn, go ahead!". Suddenly she felt panicKed, cried "No, no. no". and collapsed on the
floor.
Still there is a small diffl!rence between 'to Know' and 'to do'. As long as the subconscious is not
educated, the easiest thing in the world faces insurmountable difficulties.
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LINGUISTIC STUDY OF RHYTHM,
CIl1PUTER MODELS OF TABLA LA'lGUAGE

by Jim Kippen (JK) and Bernard Bel (BB)
ISTARlNCPA Project 85

[QI- Why do

you call your re~earch 'A 1ingui~tic analysis

of

North Indian rhythm'?

- Through my knCMledge of the tabla, I had begun to understand that the realm of North Indian rhythm
could be s.\udied frail Ib, point of view of ih 'Iaoguage', i.n othH words, the spoken representations of
the strokes of the drum or the movements in dance. I was being taught the art of creative thinking
through my hssons, a matter of prime importance in a students's tal im, or education. During the process
I found I made many mistakes, but I gradually built up the ability to recognise them and create music
dermed acceptable by my teacher. In other words, ] was follCMing rules, some of which are conceptualised
and verbalised, while others are only intuitivelY felt. It is the difference between 'No, you can't have
that because it is not in the original vocabulary of the piece' I and 'Wel I, that doesn't feel right
JK

saneh[llJ.1I .

From this real isation that there really were rules and that strings of bols (meaning both words and
strokes) made sense only if they were subject to them, I decided to pursue a line of enquiry aimed at
establishing a 'grammar' for the tabla. Th. concept is not misguided as both the Eogl ish word and its
Urdu equivalent, ~qa.aid', are frequently used by musicians themselves.
Having decided that it was indeed a language with which I ~Ias dealing, I needed to establish
techniques in order to analyse it.
These techniques were derived from prinCiples of mathematical
linguistics and automata theory. Hence the title of the projH\: 'A linguistic analysis .... '

@-

What is the aim of the project'

JK Given the premise that tabla music is a language, and the rules used in composilion and
improvisation constitute a grammar, the aim is to disco •• r that grammar. In the initial stages of
research, it would be a basic grammar for a limited number of compositional types in labia which could be
used, not only \0"checK the 'correctness' of piece~, but also to synthesize new compostions. These could
then b. screened by musicians and gradually we wDul,d be able te. build up a grammar which reflecled actual
musical practice Nld not only what Ill!)' be theoretical"ly possible.
You have only mentioned 'a limited number of compo~itional types in tabla' so far •. Why, therefore,
do you call your project 'A linguistic analysis of North Indian rhythm'?

@-

JK It's a general title which ~.flects an ultim".!. aim rather than an immediate one. Eventually, we
would extend our grammar to the full repertoire of the labia, to. other drums of North India which us.
related bol patterns, such as ~.khawaj, dholak and naqqm, and also to Kathak dance. Other drum and
dance languages, not only of India, but anywhere in 'the world could theoretically be tested using these
grammars.

~- Who are your informants for this research?
It's not always so e.syla get musicians to part with their knowledge. Considering the limited
amount of time! had in which to collect data, I felt it was important to work with musicians with whom I
had already established a good worKing relationship. I began working with my tabla teacher, Ustad Afaq
Husain Khan, the head of the Lucknow gh.rana, and other members of his family, nota~lyhis son, Ilmas
Husain Khan. I also reeei •• d help Iran Sri Bhupal Ray Choudhuri of Calcutta, a prominent diSCiple of my
teacher's father~ the lat. Ustad Wajid Husain Khan. Thus my data was compatible with that which I had
collected in previous research from the luckncIN tabl. gharana. For a comparison of styles, I also worked
closely with Ustad Inam Ali Khan, the head of the Delhi tabl. gbaran ••

JK
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What methods have

YOU

used to coller t data?

My main meth'od for data collection has been 'what the social anthropologist calls 'particpant
observation'.
J learned through trial and error to compose and improvise, and thereby imbibe the rules
as my I essons progressed. I lr i ed to understand wh ich processes I mys. If was usi n9 to make canposi t i onal
decisions.
In other words, I tried to formalise sets of rule!· to guide the canpositional process.
Otherwise, data has been canpiled in the following four ways: fran written material fran my lessons; fran
transcriptions of spoken and played material fran recordings of my informant.; from transcriptions of
commercially recorded malerial available, and lastly from publ ished tabla material in Hindi, Urdu and
Engl ish.
JK -

! chose to begin collecting data on a composition.l typ~ called q."~. Qa'ida constitute. the very
basis of composition and improvisation in tabla playing. The word means 'rules' or 'system', and it
impl ies that variations on a basic cOOiposition are created using systematic methods such as permuhtion,
substitution and repetition of the original elements. I selected certain key q.'idas on which to work
and collected material on them from all my informants, as -well as itom boc.ks and r·ecc,rdings. I also
asked the same people on many occasions to give data on the same qa'idas. This proved very interesting
as I found sane variations to be identical to those created on previous occasions., and others to be quite
different each time.

@]-

How did you decide to pror ••~ your data ?

JK In order to test my theory that the music of the tabla is a 1"~9uage, I knew I would have to
process and enormous amount of material and develop a method of checking the val idity of the various
gr"",,,alical rules.
1 wa;· fortunate to have the full cooperation of Bernard, who demonstrated how a
micro-computer and a modified form of a word-processor could solue all these problems. Firstly, we had
to store the data. Weworl<ed c,ut a method .for entering labia malerial into an Apple 1I micro-computer
usio9 keyboard-correlation system, for example 'Q' equals 'dha' and 'W' equals 'te' elc. Secondly, we
,had to process' the data. Bernard er·e.ted a progranme called '801 Processor' which, in the framework of a
modified word-processor, cuntained the grillllllar. By analysing pieces given by our informants,we ,.could
test our granmatical rules.
If a variation of a qa'ida did not check out against our grammar, the
grammar was unsat,sfactory. Th. granmalical rules wore theochanged accordingly. Another varialion of a
qa/ i da was entered and the process repeated un! i I we had a sat i she tory grammar. We al so used the
grammar to synthesize new variations which wpre lhen examined by our informants. TheIr comments guided
us to slill mOre modificatiens of tho Qrammar.
Now we have a workable grammar for one qa'ida, but
obviously we need to apply ourselves to the-study of other qa'idas before we can say we fully understand
the procHses involved in qa/ida improvisation. I say 'workable grammar' and not 'final grammar' because
there is room for us to develop it and make it more efficient.
C
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For which Qa'ida have you found a workable grammar?

JK - It's the famous Delhi qa'ida which goes:
doatetedha tetedhaona tetedhage tinakina
toledbadh. tetedhage dhi naghi na

tatetet~

. However, I must make one pOInt very clear: as I was work,ng rr,aordy WIth LucKnow mus",ans, I learnt
their way of play,ng thiS qa'lda which IS different from the way 10 whICh the Delh, gharana musiCians
woul d pIaY I t. Therefore our grillmlar woul cl not app I y to the qa'ida in the form J have just demonstrated.
The grammar would need modifications before it could work. You could think of this as the differences
betwHn dla.lectal variations of the same cJanguage. The qa'ida, as played by the mUE.ieian. of the Lucknow
g~, for winch the grammar was created,goes:
dhatet.dha t.tedh.dh. tetedhage dhinagoina
dh.t.tedha tot.dhadha tet.dhaQe tioaki"a
tateteta tet.tata tet.take ti~akina
dhatotedha teledhadila tetedhage dh i naghi na
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HIIW does th i s granmar work?

JK - The idea has
granmars.
Granmar
granmars are called
starting symbols and
called 'intermediate'

bun borrowed frOOl ChomskY's granmars. The. overall granmar canprises five smalltl
#1 contain~s 'starting symbols'. It is called a 'generative' granmar. The ot/lei
'transformational' granmars and their function is to,roufde a I ink beween thl
the 'terminal' symbols which are the tabla bols themselves. The linking symbols arl
symbols and they reprlsent groups of-bo1s or building blocks of the senhnce.

Here is an example of simple generativtJ!jranmar:
(I)

S --) S S

(2) 5 --)DT
(3) S --) TO .
(4) DT --) dha te te
(5) TD --) te te,dha
'5' is the starting symbol, '-dba' and' te' are the terminal, symbol s (two tabla stroku). 'OT' ani
'TO' are intermediate symbols representing the 'chunks' (dbatete) and (tetedha). If one applies thesl
rules in rana order until only terminal symbols art left, one will get a string of 'dba' and 'teh'
such as:
dba te te dha te te
tee h dba te te ~dba dha te te
dba h h le le dba h te dh'a dba te te ••• etc.
This set of five rules is able to generate one type of 'composition'. Therefore we call it I
'language'.
Noh that, thanks to the rfCursivity of rul~ (1), the length of the canposition is no1
limited. Consequently, an infinite' number of canpositions can bt created, and the language is said to bt
'infinih'.
Unfortunately, this particular example has no real pnctical value: a\.l tabla pieces arE
conceived on a time-frame called the 'tala', according to which a certain number of time-units afE
~ allotted to the cOOlposition - say, 16, 32, 10, etc. Therlfor~ no language in 'tala' is infinite.
The same set of rules constituting a gen~rative grammar can be used for analysing a string of
symbols, or a sentence, provided that the right arrows '--)' becanl left arrows '(--'. In other words,
each rule is applied fran right to left. Take for example the sentencI:
. le le dha dba le te dba te le

Here

are the successive transformations appearing in analysis (numbers indicate which rulehll5

been app lied) :
(5) TO dba te te dha te te
(4) TO DT dha te te
(4) TO OT OT
(3) 5 OT OT
(2)S50T
(2)S5S
<I> S S
(1)S
At the end of the computation, the only symbol left is the starting symbol '5'. Therefore we say
that this sentence belongs to the language. You can easily verify that starting with the follOWing
sentence :
dha te te dha dha te te te te dha
the last stage of the computation will produce:
S dba S
. and that no further derivation is possible.
cOOlpositional type' defined by the grammar.
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Therefore this sentence does not belong to the

lir
her

the
are

~ Is it easy to writ. such grammars for com.plex compositional structures as they are found in
'iiulll!li ng ?
.
BB - Chomsky gr.ammars are powerful tools btcause they can apply to the description of the compositional
Each level represents a set of decisions which musicians themselves
structure from different levels.
must take - consciously or not - when improuising. For the 'dhatete' qua' idawe hav. found that five
levels (j .e. one generative and four transformational grammars) are sufficient. In other words, only 31
rules are necessary to generate thousands of pages of variations. On. can view these rules as the
instructions of a computer program devised for composing any piece at random.

~ - Why are YOU using linguistic methods based on theories which haul not proved very successful for the
d.scription of languages?

Modern linguistics has developed new concepts today, which might be more

powerfuJ.~.

and
ese
te'

,

BB - Certainly Chomsky's models are too restrictive. to be used for a drscription of 'natural languages'
I ikeEnglish, German, Chinese, etc. Thl!ir main defect is a I imitation of the notion of 'context'. In
natural
languages one has to establ ish conceptual 1inks betwnnwords which may be separated by

other· words in a sentence, but the original Chcmsky grammars do not allow it.
these simph mathematical
formulations of 'languages' hav.e 1edtO.ttth::e.e:I!:e!~:~:::tt~flr~~~:
languages, especially languages for computers. Later it hasbeenestabH!
ngalt'D<

t a

not
be
are
ar.
of
~s,

others - that eacti type of language can be associated1Oiith a particular a~i:~,a::iP~ ~t::~'~};:~~:~i~;~i.~~~~~~.!.;:
generate or to analYse sentences of the language •. Automata.theory, U:.O'UOy •.
mathematics on which all new developments in cClllPuters, .ilrtificialintell i .
,tj:C~.".;i~rl!I:i~.~1

,~~tl,~~~;:;~~ng'~~l~~~ir~IL~~~~~

Jim and I had the intuition that Chomsky models would apply
or less. 'mathematical games' with a limited number offermi~al
impossible to write such grammars without the help of the automaton,
you figure out a set of rules which seem perfectly rightfo~ •••" .• ;;. c,:'o~.:~!~~l~~:,:v:~r~~l~~
abysmally once you try them on the computer: either your correct·pieces .arel
or, in synthesis, the ccmputtr creates pieces which are obviously nonsen,se' .This
the beginning, b&t it becomes a fantastic game after some .time: you are ·forcedto revise',ril'lst of
concept ions of labIa grammar, and formulate them in· a non-ambi guous way. Gradual! y
."".,-,"
experience.both with music and with automata •••

~ Th i s whol e protes. sounds
sensitivity in this researchJ" \

"

'-

~ay

ng

inhuman...

Is there any space left for human inlell igence and

98 - Thirty. years back people would screem when hearing
that computers can be 'intelligent'. 'Machines are just
stupid, they cannot think. Computers can only do what
YOU tell them to do', so they used to say...
But today
everybody has admitted the existence of 'artificial
inbll igence'..
Machines can think, no doubt, and they
ev.n outrace humans in taking intell igent decisions.
Take the example of Samuel's checker program, which can
beat top level players, including Samuel himself !
Similarily, the Bol Processor withi!s 31 lines Df
instructions knows much more tabla than I would be able
to learn in a few years!

We are also proving that machines can display a certain aesthetic sense. Using the basic concepts
of automata theory, we can create a grammar which generates all 'correct' pieces. This is what we call a
'minimum grammar'.
But among theS! pieces some may be used very scarcely, although they are
grammatically correct, just because they do not sound 'nice'. To account for this, we have found ways to
weigh the decisions of the computer, or to follow certain paths of computation which modify the original
idea.
Such grammars are redundant, but the additional rules are called 'aesthetic rules', and generally
they are used only in analysis, or in synthesis.
he
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HCl/jever c,ne should not thinK that the aim of thi,. project is to create marvels tD replace'
musicians!
These machines help us to understand the human mind - hCl/j musicians create and percei ••
••usic.
This is very imporhnt for de.eloping new methods in music education. Imagine for a moment you
want to study German but there isno grammar ••• As • child, you caodo it. But it becomes much more
difficult laler:you foel that certain rules should be formulated, not because you hncy inlellectual
games, but simply because you want to learn faster! Now, apply this same idea to Indian music, which
most musicians. ha•• learnt frOOi their pa.. n!; or 9!!!:.!!§. at an early 'ge, but which they ha.e to teach in
universities and schools nowadays. The need for educationaJ methods is badJy felt by the new generation
of music teachers after the disappearance of the Guru-Shi~.hya (master-disciple) relationship •
.~-

How do musicians react to your .JOrK ?

JK - Although technol09Y has been harnessed to assi st UE·
in this res.arch, it cannot overcome the very basic,
human
problems
involved in, setting up' a working
relationship with the musicians who play the tabla and
'spoak' its language.
In actual fact it can be a
hindrance because there is, mixed with an admiration for
technology and the undc,ubled benefits it can bring, a
genuine fear that it will undermine the importance of the
musician with his acquired skills and knowhdge. ! fully
realise that a musician can never be replaced by a
machine.
Hy wish is that a partnership should b. fDrged
between man and mach,ne to allow us to under,land much
more about mu.i c.
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1

~

2

_,2

3.

6Rmll (I) MD:
GRmII WVI --I sIr S2V
_'1(3) V2 --I ,SIV SZF
GRmII W V3 --} SIV S2V
6RmI2 (l) RNl:
6Rml2 (2) SIV --} Q Q Q Q Q Q l! Q .!! l! ~ DHJtt<iGH1~
GRml2 (3) SIV --I SIT
6Rm12 (4) RIGIfI: SlV --I .!! Q Q Q !! Q !! !l !! 11 11 11 !! .!! II !!
GRml2 (5) SIT --I !! Q !l Q Jl !! !! Jl Jl !l ! DIU~!! Jl
(6) S2V --) Q Q !! !! !! !! !! !! .!l !! ~ TlN\l{I~
6IW1i2 (7) SIT --) 11 ~ CHINA!! Q
SRml2 (8) SIT --) 11 ~!! !! !! Q
GRml2 (9) Jl !! ~ --I !! Dl g
_,2 (10) Q l! ~ --I 01 - §
12 Oil Jl !! !l --) rETE]!
6Rml3 (1) RNl:
GRmI3 (2) !! Jl !! !! Q, Q Q Q Q Q Q --I !2 !1 (for analy~is of sh)
GRm.3 (3) !2 Q Q !! !! Q Jl Q !! Q Q --I !1 Jl (ditto)
GRmU (4) L£Fl: Q Q Jl --) OT TETE
GRmla (5) LEFT: Jl Jl Jl --) TETE OT
GRm1316) LEFT: Jl Q Q --) QTETE
_,3 (7) LEFT: !! !! !! --) TETE Q
SRml3 (8) lEFT: l! --) OT
GRmt3 (9) Jl Jl --I - Jl (for analysis)
GRml4 (I) RNl:
(2) OT --) OI'A
GRm.4 (3) OT OT --) - OT
_14 (4) OT OT --I OT6RmI4 (5) DT OT --) 01'AGRm.4 W OT Or --) -OI'A
GRml4 (7) OI'A DT B --) mE B
15 (1) II1II-;- -.
6RmlS (2) SIF --) a !l OHlNAGHltt<i
GRml5 (J) S2F --) a !l T1~Klt-¥!
6RmlS (4) B --I OI'AGE
15 (5) A --I DI'ATETEOI'ATETEDI'AOI'ATETE

_.4

4

5
•

A

[homsky
grammar for
"dhatete"
ga'ida
(Lucknow style)

5

OI'ATETEOI'A TETEDI'ADI'A TETEDIlAGE OHI~GHI~ DI'ATETEDI'A TETEDAAOAA TETEDAAGE TI~KINA
TATETETA TETETATA TETETAI(E TI~KINA DAATETEDAA TETEOI'ADI'A TETEDAAGE DHINAGHINA

(s tarting symbolJ

-

-

DI'ATETEDAA TETEDI'AOAA TETEDAAGE OHINAGHI~ DI'ATETETE TETETEDAA DAA-DAAGE T1tt<iKINA
TATETETA TETETi\TA TETETAKE TINAKINA TATETETE TETETETA TA-TAKE TINAKI~

--

-OI'ATETE -TETEDI'A TETEDI'AGE DHINAGHINA OI'AiETEOAA TETEDAADI'A TETEDAA6£ TINAKINA
-TATETE -TETETA TETETAKE TlAAKIt-¥! DI'ATETEDI'A TETEDI'ADAA TETEDI'AGE DHINAGHINA
Dl'ATETEDI'A TETEDI'ADI'A imOAAGE DI'ATETEDI'A DI'ATElEDI'ATETEDl'ADI'A TETEDAAGE TINAKINA'
TATETETA TETET4TA TETETAKE TATETETA. DAATETEDI'A TETEDI'ADI'A TETEDI'AGE DHINAGHlNA
TETEDAATE TETE1EDAA --DAAGE DHINAGHlNA TmDAA- -DI'A-DAA TETEDAAGE TINAKltl'\
TETETATE TETETETA --TAKE TltlAKIt-¥! TETETA- -TA-TA mETAKE TINAKlNA
. TETEDAA- 1ETE-- DAA-DAAGE DHINATETE -TETEDAA TE1E-DAA TETEDAAGE TINAKINA
TETETA- lETE-- TA-TAKE T1NATETE -TETETA TETE-TA TETETAKE T1NAKI~
-OI'A;TE TE-OI'AOI'A OI'A-DAAGE DHl~-OI'A DI'ATETEDI'A TETEDI'ADAA TETEOI'AGE T1NAKlNA
-TA-lE
lE-lATA· lA-TAKE T1NA-TA Dl'A1ETEDI'A TETEDI'ADI'A TETEOAAGE
DHINAGHINA
n
.

S1F S2F
V1
V2
V2

-...- V3
~

-

,

V3

1

V2

.Fxampjes of comRuter generated variations
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